
Save Your Books  Line Item Sheet
Sophia S.W. Bogle 
541-601-7543      diybookrepair@gmail.com
Located in Ashland Oregon 97520
Order and re-order easily online through www.saveyourbooks.com 
Wholesale pricing is: 60% off retail MSRP  for Kits and depends on quantity for 
books.  Shipping via USPS added

< Basic Book Repair Kit 
MSRP $59 / $23.60 Wholesale
UPC: 97914348021  

Page Repair Kit >
     MSRP $59 / $23.60 Wholesale

 UPC: 97914348038

< Leather Book Care Kit 
MSRP $49 /  $19.60 Wholesale
UPC: 97914348045

Wholesale Starter Package for Kits
2 of each Kit in a simple display box
6 total for $133.60  + $15 shipping = $143.60

Re-orders: Minimum of any 3 kits + $10 shipping

Book Restoration Unveiled:  Coming Soon! April 2019 
An Essential Guide for Bibliophiles
Paperback with French flaps, approximately 250 pages plus illustrations
ISBN: 978-1-7324317-3-7
MSRP $19.95
Buy 5 at 55% off MSRP = $8.98 each (plus media mail shipping) Total = 
$44.90 Plus shipping tbd
Buy 10 or more at 60% off MSRP = $7.98 each (plus media mail shipping) 
Total = $79.80 Plus shipping tbd

Book Restoration

An Essential Guide 
for Bibliophiles

Unveiled

Sophia S.W. Bogle
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http://www.saveyourbooks.com


Save Your Books (SYB) Wholesale Line Item Sheet Continued

MONEY:
Our wholesale pricing is: 60% off retail MSRP for kits and it depends on quantity for the books.
These prices are subject to change with no notice but should be fairly stable.
Products must be sold at MSRP or higher except once a year at in-store sale only.
Minimum order to start is the Wholesale Starter Package or 5 books.
Payment must be received before shipping
Forms of Acceptable Payment: Check, PayPal, Credit Card, Cash
SHIPPING:
Shipping is done via USPS. International and non-continental shipping is not available at this 
time. Lead time should be around one week.
RETURNS: 
Returns are only accepted for items that are imperfect due to SYB error for credit.
SYB is responsible for getting your order to you safely.  If any items arrive damaged, please notify 
us within 7 days of arrival for replacement.  After this time, SYB cannot be held responsible for the 
items.  A USPS return shipment sticker will be mailed to you as soon as SYB is notified and it is 
expected that the rejects will be returned immediately. Replacements will be sent without waiting 
for the rejects to arrive. However, if the rejects do not arrive at SYB within two weeks it will be as-
sumed that they are being kept and immediate payment must occur or the account will be closed 
and the bill sent to collections. Wow, these boiler plate documents are not fooling around!
CANCELLATIONS:
If the order has not been shipped then cancellation may occur with no penalty.

Maintaining Product Quality: Note that to preserve the quality of the materials,  keep them out of 
heat and direct sun. The Hewit’s leather dressing naturally separates and only needs to be gently 
shaken to mix.



Wholesale Buyer Information: 
Please fill this out and snail mail it or email the information.

Name of store

Name of Owner

Name of  buyer (if different)

Phone number

Email address for buyer

Website of store

Physical Address of store 

Address for shipping (if different)

Resale or tax ID number

_______________________________


